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Also the position of sublinration in a hierarchy (or
sequence) of psychic mechanisnrs seetrrs worth investigating.

As regards energy, dthough we have hardly touched on
matter, certain possibilities have presented thernselves. [t seens
a quantitative factor in displacernent migbt permit ol a
in which sublirnation would be characterized by cornplete t
cathexes. This naturally suggests the operation
concrureDtly) of e gulitathtc lactor. Indeed one tends to lorn
opiaion that soure qualitative change in energy may prove to be
only vdid rnetapsychological criterion of sublimation. An
of this qualitative iactor would be the process of desexr:alizatftn
considered later. Finally, it is obvious that ttrere is much to be
by ao exanination of the sources of instincts involve4 parti
the relation between reactive instincts and instincts ca
sublimation.

In conclusion, we nust remind ourselves of two possible
approach. First of all we may have been obsessed by cultunl
tions; it rnay be that we strould defne sublirnation only in
protective value (rel,ated chiefly to illness). Sublimation night
be regarded as that process which affords the nraxirrrun
from illness with the rnininum expenditure of energy. ksdy;
factor of social valuation rerninds us that in atternptlr€ to
sublimation in purely metapsychological terms we nay be a
the impossible. If, as EIla F. Sharpe suggests, subtimation and
tion are conterrninous, it would be unreasonable to expect to
zublimation into a short metapsychologicd defrnition.

*aa

Clinical Iwesligaliozs.-We have at last arrivd at the
margin of research on sublimation. There are three obvious
in recent investigation. The first is clinicd, the second a
tion ol psychic structure and the third a quelitative investiga
psychic energies. By accepted usage clinical investigatioa corc
Clinical investigations can be either direct, in whictt Grse wc alt
cerned at 6rst hand with the observation and analysis of
regarded by common consent as sublirnatory, or they can be
by which is implied the observation and analysis of
accornpanying or connected with sublimation, but not usual,Iy
as part of sublination.

Trctsitory S*Nimations. (al Da;clopnentcl.-L good
the direct method is the investigation rnade by Bemleld (a
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snrblinations occunlng in scemingly normal childrren and
These transitory sublimations depen4 in his vicr, on

of libido tbc qo has at its ft,ee disposal Hc has described
cases, (a) wbere libido gretitcation, althougb qo*yntmb :

aod the libido is dirtctd torzrds otber qo*y'atonic objects
rm-sexual \nricty; the onditim herc is that the cau inpulses
not (eithcr independently or ss the result of libido frustntfun)

state of dcpftntion: (D) rtbre tbelibidot€ndsto subserre qo
it canbc calhd uponbytbc egowbcnthe latter hasinsffc*nt

to effect en qo-aia. Frm hb study of thesc andother ttpes,
suggests somc gcncral formulations r€arding srblimetion:

rnormt bas a d€finite reletim to th strcogth of tbe qo, that
of libido i" ody one factor and that devbtion of ai'n is mty

meiry aspects ol sublimetion.
Dwi;g lllnas.-A sccond exanph of the dfuect method bdngs

of the dinical meterial that is responsible fm my ow:n interest
u I an trnable fc rea,sns ol space to give details on
and will confine nyself to the general description of

Tbe materid mcems transitory sublimations accompany-
stetes. The states, as rnight be expected, were not

in t'"e but were partly of the unclassified order, dcoholism,
iction, etc., partly in the netnr''e of neurotic character-fonne-

pertty lervrl psphoses (e.g. aparently nornal individuels
perenoidal formetions or schizophrcnic reactims). A feature

cases was tlc &rarc labili$y of the zublimation pnrcs.
not tbat tho individual was compulsively hunting without any
satisfuction for some ided activity ; dl theiroergies appeared

,lnurcd in one snrblirnation and then apparcntty cmpletcly
to another sublimation, leaving thb original inter€st like an

And in each phase there ms apparcntly cuphte
Nevertheless, dlowing for tbe chaage in idiorn (in otber

io tlre presentation contmt) the activities invariabty strowed a
d€nominator of gmbolic expression of unconscious phantasy.

the processes were crtremely labile, and in tbat way
from tte more usud stabh formations of adult life, they could

frst sitht harrc ben distinguished from subflinetiqrs by thernost
culturel or asthetic stsndards, e.g. they w€tr concerned vith

painting, scrrlpture, literature, scientific and historical research,
In one case pres€Dting delLsional fcaturcs and a gucrel hck
feeliq, it could be obsenred tbat the delusimat ncchanisrn

huk.
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always secured some element of representation in the activities
necessarily interfering seriously with their performance.'
however, owing to some extrinsic cause or some intrinsic factor
guilt any one activity was gradually abandoned, the intenral
characterized by restlessness, extreme tension' and manifestations
anxiety together with spasmodic outbursts oI component
activities, e.g. playing with faces.

Sublhrclion and Scrwl Pquersioa.-A less direct gpe of
tion involves some consideration of the phenomena of sexud
sion. These phenomena have dways had some theoretical i
for the student of sublimation. For example, the view that in
perversion oDe or more component sexual impulses are retained
accentuatd, s the price of complete repression of other
relating to the (Edipus situation, has a certain resembla,nce to vi
held concerning aim-inhibition. Admittedly the degree of di
sexual pleasure enables us to make a dinical distinction, but
refractoriness of many perversions to andysis suggests that,
sumably owing to symbolic associations, a considerable deviation
enerry from other components has taken place.

On the clinical side the relation of penersion to sublimation
more obvious. In many cilses one finds that the perverse acti
more freely exercised where certain asthetic conditions are
For example, an invert with wtripping phantasies describes how
erotic activities are inhibited unless the whip conforms to
esthetic standards, size, shape, tapering, smoothness, colour, etc.,
Clothes and shoe fetichists (r3) show similar reactions. U
for exarnple, must conform to certain rigid asthetic laws of
colour, line and so on. The rigidity of such standards is remini
of the severe ciurons upheld with such religious fervour by criti
exponents of the 6ne arts. Indeed, if one did not know what was"
actual subject matter of association, it would be difficult for the
to distinguish some diagnostic discussions of the conditions for
sexual gratifications from an esthetic discussion of the canons
'good'or '  bad 'ar t .

Sublimaliott and Afcct -Turning from this type of o
to less direct investi6ations, I will again eliminate detail and
the conclusions which I have formed gradually and with i
conviction throughout my analytic practice. I think it cannot

. Ella F. Sbarpe (op. c;t.l says: ' Sublimation springs from the
root as tbe delusioa of persecution.'

r'3

I
:i
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rttcotion of any enalFt that in the ourse of rcporting activities
tbe sublimation type, petknts urorc or less constantly displey

hted m-qifestatioine of anxiety or guilt either directly or in
ractiw forms, &gtr, irritation, criticism of others, fcdinlp

iority and self-depreciation, hopelessness, phantastic ambitio,n
aeassuranoe rnricty and so forth- And it cannot escape attentim
tle attempted anatysis not mly of these renctions but of com-

of the sublimation evotes intense resistance. Writing some
8to, on tb technfual aspects of resistance (r{}, I pointcdout thc
high dcfence mlue of resistances doaked by sublimetion and

tbat not only ms the mecbenism of displacement erploited
by Id impulses, but tbat in this situatios the m,hanism

could be orploited to any extraordinary dqrec as a
defcne. At the time I merely dmr atteatim to the

iatioo of anriety witb sublimation processes, and I did not attempt
the question of a 'formation ' any farther. Bcfore doing so

I should like to call attention to a few interesting features of ttre

with the grstems of rationdization just mentioned, it is
to note tbat th€se are not lirrited to purely realistic ego

whie.h naturally are a feature of sublimetcd activitbs.
patient is not content rith proctaiming tbat his activitfus harrc no

signifrcane and that they represcnt ordinary acryted social
sctivitics, be usudly g0es oa to pralaim adherae to a

of absdute mlues, etlical, esthetic or scienti6c; in ^his way
to bar any investigation of demcnB tbet may aptrFar

anel;tst to be tbb disguises for rryressed inpolses. And here
roe mc of the Eai" practical difrculties atteodant on cnlturat

of snblinetion. The andpt who bas a strong bbs in favour
lvrluations is liablc to bc boist with hb o*a petard dudng

.rsdysis perticularly of characterologicat calics. It is almost as
ptient tnew tbat tbe analyst had given consent to geoeral
and retorted by raising his own values to a series of absolutcs.
absolutcs a,re geuerelly held by the patient to be imnnne fuom

Innestigation is rqarded as a fora of blasphcmy. The
is {Filrr to tbat ado,ptd by thoosophicel}y nindd patieots

csdcavour to ernde the isme of infaqtile guilt by rcfcttoc to
,Lrws of Kerma, the state of tbeir reinca.raetions, ctc. Thcse

in tbcir vicr beyoad disussion, infrnfilc $ilt is rqardcd as a
phenoncnm of mcm academic ingo*uca
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Obviously the first step in investigation is to dassify the
in question, Dext to classify the reactions and then to compare
with reactions to other social situations in which the element of
mation is not so stressed. I shall not attempt these in
now; very little reflection suggests, however, that we should harre
difficulty in proving how widespread are the ramifications of
anxiety. The element of snobbery which, statistically
a cotnmon accompaniment of asthetic and cultural
provides us with a link to another group of social-anxiety
viz. social snobbery; and it would be easy to establish a series
parallels, ethical, religious or even hypochondriacal. Admittedly
vdue of rationdization would vary in different series, e.g. the
of socid snobbery would gain less universal acceptance than
asthetic absolutes (r5).

Now these data admittedly comprise reactions tending to
anxiety or guilt. But it is not difficult to prove that in a large
of instances there is an aura of auxiety surrounding
with cultural activities. Sometimes it is free anxiety, sometimes
on some definite element of substitut:on. It is practically a
analytical experience that patients express open apprehension as
the effect of analysis on their artistic or other creative activi
failing a suitable focus for such anxiety in their orrn persondity,
will propound with great seriousness generat problems, e.g. would
great master have produced masterpieces had he been analysed;
would have happened had Christ been analysed ; are not neuroses
mainspring of cultural achievement, and so on. Ernest Jones (16)
recently published a short communication on one.rspect of this subi

Now I am not concerned for the moment with the interpreta
of such attitudes in terms of replacement of presentation. I
emphasize the fact that anxiety can be detected either directly
through protective reactions in close association with processes
sublimation. Some patients provide the andyst with ab
materid of this kind : they will spend days quoting their own
into the life histories of geniuses, the object being to show that
zuffering is an inevitable prerequisite of creative genius.

In addition to enxiety accompaniments of sublimatory activi
one finds frequently a marked association of reactive attitudes.
know that reactive attitudes of hate are a common cover for anxi
states, but the amount of hate and aggression attached to these cril
constellations is so great as to suggest that they provide a more or

281
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outlet for destnrctive impulses. It is interesting to consider in
connection one ol the natural polarities of asthetic or scientific
its, viz. creative and criticd (destructive) activities. Interpreta-

is after all simply a compromise between these tendencies. It is
ion to say that a large proportion of critical activities are

less with measurement, correliation and orientation than
direct satisfaction of destructive urges. Tbe amount of heat
can be engendered in these fields of esthetic activity is populirrly
ted for three neasons ; first, that the indulgence is so common,
that destnrctive trends are cloalced behind the creative aspect

ive criticism and thirdly that particularly in the case of
criticism, tendencies of wit and recompense of style (technigue)

to onceal or extenuate the more primitive interests.
bul Sc4wtrcc.-In generd then there is suftcient evidence

tbc association of anxiety reactions and aggressive trends with
activities to warrant further investigation. The most

exp}anation app€af,s to be that sublimations act as conductors
unconscious impulses and affects. This has already been stated by

for the obsessional neuroses; in that neurosis sublimations act
irubstitutions and provide suitable pobts for break through, i.e. for

return of the repres-sed. If now we find this conductor system in
operation in the general sphere of sublimations, we are bound

gsk whether we have somehow failed to recognise an obscssional
ol atcnts. (The obsessional sequence is: reaction formation-

of repressed'-defence formation.) The direction of this train
thought is obvious; all along we have tried to raaintain some clear

between sublimation and syrrptom formation, and now
rre faced with the possibility that in many instances sublimations
part of larger psychic forrrations resembling symptoms. The

aspect of sublimations emphasised by Mdanie Klein and
F. Sharpe has distinct resemblances to obsessional formations

the mechanism of undoing.
Plnbia Fonstion -But it is not only a question of obsessional

ue in a social or cultural sphere ; wherever we find conductors
substitutions plus a certain amount of anxiety we have all the

tial ingredients of a phobia formation. And it is this particular
of the problem that I wish to single out on this occasion. Have

any grounds for thinking that sublimations accompanied by
reactions are part of an extended phobia system ? You will

ber, of course, that the phobias we meet clinically and treat are
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' unsuccessful' ; the measures adopted to prevent affect following
return of the repressed have failed. If now we regard
accompanied by anxiety as extended phobias, it may be that we
establish a criterion for true sublimatiou, viz. that it should
'successfuI phobia', an a^ffectless deviation and displacemcot
sexud energy. But in that case we should have to admit that
the rarest of human phenomena. I have already referred to,
commonly accepted view concerning sublimation that it
Lusl and diminishes Unlusl, and have queried whether
statistically or approximately true. My clinicd experience
show that it is by no means invariably true.

We cannot continue discussion of this point without some
understanding of the nature of social anridy. The
this subject are due to the different manifestations of anxiety and
modifications they undergo at different stages ol
Freud's (6) (Z) most recent teaching ta^kes cognizance of primary
states, the phobia formations of early childhood and the
phobias of adult life. Concentration of interest on adult phobias
to obscure two important facts; the unassisted dispersal or
spontaneous modification of early phobias, and the distinction
external anxiety and endopsychic (Suilt) factors which can be
in infantile phobias. To put the matter simply, there is a tendengr
confuse social anxiety with guilt, and there has been a tendenoy
easy acceptance of the view that certain anxiety states are spon
rcsolvd rather than drsy'arsad in smaller formations.

We have become accustomed to subdivide the conditions
anxiety in a certain order, starting with those dangers which can
attributed to aggression from without (loss of love, castration anxi
and ending with a completely endopsychic condition (fear of
love on the part of the super-ego). This last form of anxiety grves
to the affect of guilt experienced directly or in the form of need
punishment, and is regarded as having a special relation to the
sive impulses. The external factor becomes modified in course of
from anxiety about actual aggression to anxiety regarding
criticism. The internal factor is and remains an anxiety of in
criticism. The anxiety regarding external criticism which is i
with anxiety regarding loss of love is distinguished as socid
It can be expressed also in the simple formula-fear of conseq
if found out. A prominent factor in childhood, it is probably
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in rdetim to adult life. Its relation to intemal
is, bowerrcr, very intimate anil strarp distinction is difrcult.

a large cxteut due to the operation of the'mechanism of
; in the 6rst placc the aggression of external authority is

by projection and in the second the slurpnes of internel
cei bc tanporarily reduced by displacing it in the form of

. In the sarne way introjection procssses blur the $erP
bc between tbe two situations. Botb are, howuver, snbiectto
anount of modifrcatim in the ooutse of cdolcc€ooe. C@di-

ischl enxiety ane more precisc, and in the sameway thc most
aspects of snperqo aiticign begin to merit the term of

cpnscious conscience. Recsrt investigation sugests that thc
'cndopsychic conditions of anxiety' (guilt) is muctr eadier
bccn supposed, but, speculation a1nrt, we have no proof as

tBilt ard external anxiety reactio'ns are organizcd simultanc-
fud in the meantime theoretical considerations seem to iu$ify

that primarily tear reactions precede $dlt.

ol Dislavl Plpbi*.-If now we rrcxirmine the afrects and
accompanying sublimations, we see that whilst the dement
is in many cases obvious, the reactions eppear to present a

fa pf social anxiety with displaed guilt. A fair distinction can
between preoccupations that are mone or less compulsirrcly

Fd in order to acguire merit (liquidate guilt) and those in wtich
not to be found out plrys an important part. It is not
matters to say that many individuds who ap'pear to have

tbeir lives in cultural pursuits can be found on examination
been clinging anxiously to a thin fagade of cultural pr€occupa-

order to escape detection and criticism. Doubtless the strcngth
components associated with the activity determines

the reaction fdls into one group or tfie other.
we have to consider the possibility that the spo'ntaneously
phobias of earlier life have not in fact disappearred, but

bccome dispelsed and that they tend to reassemble and organize
in association with sublimated activities. These formatbns

course not so doscly knit or condensed as phobias, hene cont+in
better. At the same time we must ask whether the freedom

nanifest obsessiond states enjoyed by a large number of p@e
due to displaement of obsessional technique to astivities wti$
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according to cultural vduations are not suspected of being

"natic.
Tlu Anridy Cluradcr.-Now on this point some suggestive

has dready been published by Ernest JorT ia his paper, 'The
Character'. (8) Basing himself on the view that if defensive
to anxiety are locdized they are a primi phobia formations, he
an anxiety character as that state where anxiety trends and
defensive reactions are built into the structure of the personality
whole. They are diffuse and laid down early in the defensive
He sees three components in the formation, a positive one
the amorurt of libidinal excitation, the development of anxiety
displacement (in the case of anxiety character) by absorption into
persondity. The individual reacts to social situations wherever
present possibilities of loss or injury of symbolic significance (
loss of valued objects) or where they represent minor social depri
(sllghts and rebuffs, etc.). Should, nevertheless, the devdoped
provg objectionable a third component can be distinguished, a
cealed anxiety reaction against anxiety. This frequently takes
form of hate reactions, anger and irritability, although here too
relations to guilt reactions are very close. On the whole he has
socid situations in illustration of this condition, but it is easy to
that it could be held to include most of the formations I have
described in reference to cultural activities. The justification for
concept of an anxiety character is a nider issue into which I shall
enter, except to remark that whilst some characteristics of ti
cautiousness, etc. seem to be formations, they are certainly
motik than the usud character reactions. This apart, it is evident
a quantitative factor should help us to decide on possible di
between the anxiety character and sublimations associated with
(or obsessional) technique. And I want to suggest that although
latter states are much more diffuse than localized phobia sy
formations, they are nevertheless by comparison *'ith the
anxiety preparedness described by Ernest Jones sufficiently fixed
highly enough charged to desen'e a specid category.

Anxiety and Inhitition.-A third possible view of the relation
anxiety to sublimation is suggested by Melanie Klein (ro) (lz) in
work on the neurotic inhibitions of childho<d. According to an
paper, there occurs even in successful repression a displacement
affect (in the form of anxiety) from tbe repressed to ego tende
the displacement is effected by identification (later symbolism)
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qo activity in question has in any case some degree of primary
cathexis. The anxiety is not shown directly, but manifests

in the form of inhibitions. In some cases these can be termed
inhibitions, but where repression is unsuccessfut the amount

anxiety is greater and the inhibitions are of a neurotic
A complemental relation between repression and sublimation is

for a neurotic inhibition. Not only must repression be
ul, but there must also have existed strong sublimatory

in the ego activity in question. The situation has resem-
to a phobia formation, but differs from it in two ways-frrst

tbe anxiety is bound in the inhibition, whereas it is freed in the
is, and second, that where symptom formation exists frxation

hd to repression at an earlier stage, before successil sublimation
been effected.

ie Klein's later views emphasize the fact that owing to anxiety,
by frustration and phantasies about the parents' organs,
ion with non-sexual objects is stimulated; anxiety is then
to the appropriate ego interests. This displacement has

value because through identification (symbolism) energies
transferred to ego tendencies. But the degree of anxiety is impor-
; if early anxiety is excessive it inhibits symbolism and therefore

to sublimate (i.e. transfer of interest) : if, however, the trans-
o{ anxiety is excessive it is liable to end in inhibition of the ego

ity (sublimation).
The earlier theoretical reconstruction of the course of events is not

satGfying, partly because it makes use of a now abandoned
of anxiety, ild partly because the relations between repression,
tion and symptom formation are rather schematic, and depend
points on the use of terms such as " unsuccessful " repression

ion. But the clinical findings are not in dispute, viz. that
intiibitions :rre analysed quantities of anxiety are freed, that

itions (unless presumably pseudo-inhibitions due to absence of
interest) are superimpod on existing sublimations, and

transfer of both interest and anxiety takes place along lines of

'Chssiftalron.-Norv I agree that there is no special virtue in ela-
classifications of clinical phenomena ; on the other hand, it is

that we can grasp the detailed relations of sublimations
anxiety states so long as we remain content with broad clinical

So making due allowance for over-elaboration and over-
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lappitrg, there would appear to be at least four groups of
to be considered: (a) Classical pbobia formations (symptoms),
interfere with sublimations in a secondary sense, (D) minor,
occult, phobia formations (Ernest Jones' 'anxiety character'
whicb, again secondarily, interfere with sublimations, (c) i
which conceal the direct attactrment of anxiety to sublimations,
(d) anxiety states directly associated with sublimations. The li
though open anxiety states, are not recognized clinically owing in
to the social sanction grven to such reactions or to a socid
of silence (or inattention) on such matters. Other groupe
doubtless be added, e.g. (a) sublimations which perform a
firnction simitar to the protective function of an obsessional
(/) sublimations in which a delusiond element plays a Part.

Sumnary.-The upshot of this discussion is as follows : If wc
a wide enough view, it cannot be said that tbe outcome of subli
is invariably to promote Issl and diminish Unlust. We do in fact
Urlrsl in frequent and close association with sublimated
This does not exclude the possibility that there is a tlpe of
sublimation which has such an effect, but it does s"ttest that
sublimation is ratber a rare phenomenon. We may indeed i
whetber we have not imported into the concept a subjectiw
phantastic standard, a kind of omnipotent valuation wbich
from the usefulness of the term in workaday analysis. From this
of view we are thrown back rather on a protective standard in
rnating zublimations. Secondly, observation of the phenomenr
transitory sublimations in normal states and of their
mobility iu pathotogrcal states is a useful preliminary to study,
processes such as 'desexualization'. The mobility supports tbc
of a store of permanently neutral ener€ly which can follow on tbc
of unmodified and merely displaced pilot impulses.
cbanges and reduction of sublimations to slmbolisms suggests thet
rrnmodiihed ener€y is quantitatively mone than a mere pilot
no matter how much neutral energy is in store.

aaa

Mdificd;olr of Erag -This brings us to the second phasc in
development of the concept of sublimation, viz. research on tbe
caliotts of cncrginvolved by sublimation. In essence this is a
natter, a matter of Id psychology ; our clinicat contact is
limited to a discussion of sources of instincts and to observation ol
pbmomena connoctd with reactive instincts. Needless to say the
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all such discussions hang are to be found in the Ego anil tlu
They are firstly that 'the transformation of object libido into

istic libidowhich thus takes place (when an erotic obiect-choice
into a modification of the ego) implies an abandonment
a process of desexudization ; it is consequently a kind

ion'. It is suggested here that perhaps the ego after this
tion has been effected goes on to give the transformed

another aim. The second suggestion is that there exists in the
a neutral displaceable enerry which can augment the cathexis
erotic or destructive impulse. This Freud regards as an indis-

concept, pirticularly in relation to his discrimination between
:and Death instincts. This neutral energy 'is probably active

in tle ego and in tbe id and presumably proceeds from the
ic reservoir of libido', is 'desexualized Eros'. It might also

as sublimated enerry. The third assumption is that
ion with the father from which the super+go arises is

tbe nature of a desexualization or even of a sublimation'. But it
'there occurs at the sarne time an instinctud defusion'. After

tion the erotic components cannot 'bind the whole of the
ive elements ' and' these are released in the form of inclination

and destruction'.
If we try to express these ideas in familiar metapsychological

it will be seen that they can be contained under the heading of
of aim. But it is obvious that the ' desexudisation ' implied

more fundamental: it implies a permanent neutrality.
this point of view the regression phenomena observed clinically

sublimation activities merit careful consideration. A mere cessation
rctivities could be attributed simply to withdrawd of this auxiliary

. But a regression, or if you prefer it, a replacement of sub-
ions by manifest erotic urges suggests two possibilities. It might

an excess of displaced but not completely desexualized pilot
existing in the {ormation. Or it could be due to the transfer of
enerry to a previously weakly cathected or strongly repressed

trend. Moreover, it is to be noted that the energies are derived
external object cathexes of an advanced type. And this leaves

problem of some earlier component sexual instincts rather in the
. Then as to the view that the erotic component is mainly sub-

after the 'defusion' of withdrawn object cathexes: the
explanation of this process would h that the absorption of
aggressive components by the super-ego provides the addi-
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tional impetus n€cessary to initiate sublimations of whatever
Another possibility is worth considering; it might be regarded
rider to the first proposition. It can be stated as follows : is the
sion simply an inevitable result of withdrawd of cathexis and
sublimation simply a neoessary fate of the with'drawn erotic
or is sublimation only possible after defusion has taken plirce, i.e.
the destnrctive components have been isolated and bound in
activity ?

Sublirulion atul Aggrasiac Infusas.-Some points in favour
this vien may be suggested here: it is well known that
impulses arre more tenacious of aim than sexud impulses.
objects c"q be changed and the mode of gratification altered, but
airn remains. And it would appear plausible that this factor
cause difrculty in the displacement of fused impulses. We can sec
the case of certain object relations how erotic impulses can light
aggressive tendencies aod aggressive tendencies stimulate
reliations. To prevent confusion it may be emphasized that we arc
concerned at the moment with transforrnation of love into hate
except in the most general sense, with ambivalence, but merely
the concept of fusion. Returning to our clinical data, it is to.
observed that in practically all cases where Unlust is associated
sublimation, analysis demonstrated without any difficulty the
over of some component of unmodified aggression. On the other

i
It;*tt

one of the most compelling forms of sublimation appears to be
which, following the Sharpe-Klein pattern, restitution througb
cancels out existing, but repressed, destructive impulses and phanfi
formations.

Masoehism.-It has been pointed out that in thee recent
tions the study of energy conunences at a fairly advanced
devdopment, i.e. where incestuous object cathexes are wi
And in the original definition of sublimation we w€re accust
think of ttre ener€y being denved mainly from the component im
some of which do not necessarily reguire an extemal object. F
as Freud (r8) has told us, 'the classical piece of evidence for
existence of " instinctud fusion " is morol masochism.'
the time of his Three Contributions was rated as one of several
sets of conponent impulses. Now moral masochism has'
connection with what we recognize to be sexuality'. We must
fore ask : does the sublination of impulses apply only to that
which has goue through a phase of external object attachment and
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ntral naschiso e snb-; en4 anotbcr poobho, is

hst is not sim$y an acadcnic issue: it bes hqucotly to bc
in the odrrsc of anely'scs, 6pcd.lly of wmeo. I bevc

tbc Problco put to nc by patieots, se of rvhm, fnrnilir
tteory, stated it in technicel t€rns, and otbers in a nore

wey. It anotmts to this: if masochistic tr€ods are put to a
purpose in the eexual Nctiyitbs of women and if sHinrtin

r deviatioq of aim (eenrel g!eti66tion), thco tbo s$tinrtion
must interfsc ritb sdutt capacities : thercforc, amrding

rnluation of sublimetim, @al mesochism would not quelify
snblimation. Aocording to th. oldcryiaf,s of suHimetfrn, ttis

bc answered in t*o wsys; first, thet rbetcttr thc neture ol
instirct, tbc port sublimrtcd wes that whi:h hes ba

to an crtcrarl objcct, rnd, sm4 that suHinetln apdbd
frustrated objoct inpulsca, not to thet amount shich e.s €G
and would thcrefore be gratifrcd in seruaf adaptatim.

complete explanetion is coateined in Freud's discrininetioo
thc mord uryes due to rcinforcement of tbe supcrqo by thc

component fred in dcfirsion and tbc mord nasochistic urgcs
an increase in the nasochism of the €o aftcr defusion. The

ontain a rqressional gratification of Gdipur rishcs, tbc lormcr
the nprcssion c &fcnoe epiDst Cdipus wisbcs. Thig

tlrn t a sati$ying orc, but it wcalccos tbc orthrl def,nition,
mHimatioo sin$y bplies e deviation h@ tbe ain of scnel

Descdptivdy spceking, monl nesoctiso sbrs dsvia-
sexual aim, and even if wc atrae tbet tberc is aa elelncot of
emtogwic nasochism bchind all moral namhisn, it b not

meaifested es suci. Freud has appcaled to tbc usagg of speh
tta, and hes said thet familiar apflication of thc tcrn
to thosc who behave as ' mord nssor.hists' do, conaocts

bcheviour witb erotiso. Thet may h true, but this plaioty
Lrage cripples the egually familirr applicetim of

n6o sublimetion to manifestly non-senal activiths, or, dtcmr-
; detracts &om the nalue of social stan&rds h asses.dng subline-

I;&iid a;d Aitttlcviarkn -Space docs not pcrnit of eny dcteibd
of sadism and meso&ism, but it is obvious that futuc
of thc dynrnics of silrblimation yill bG cmocrd Ef,!

mor€ with tbe reLtios of futructivt to libilinrl inpubc!" But it
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EDWARD GLOVER

is equally obvious that, no matter how convenient it would be to
the term soldy in a dynamic sense, and no matter how much
is introduced by the application of descriptive and social
it will neyer be possible to neglect the factor of aim-deviation.
a closer study of the tability of instinctual aims will be an i
part of future research. It does not require much reflection to see
judged by the lability of aims, the old Freudian classification of i
was in some respects more convenient than the recent antit
death and life instincts. It is characteristic of certain instincts of
preservation that they are most refractory of all to repression or
fication. It is equdly characteristic of sexud impulses that they
be completely repressed and completely modifred or, to put it
cautiously, modified beyond recognition.

The facts concerning destructive impulses are interesting.
aims of destructive impulses are refractory to modification.
certain association with libidinal impulses they can be
opposed by reaction formations or preceded by expiations. But
modification is only accomplished with great difficulty. Indeed,
repressed, the aims of aggressive impulses, though capable of
from object to subject, are not much modified. The mode of
tion can be altered. The use of aggressive words alters the ou
as far as the object is concerned (a fact incidentdly that goes
compensate for the occasional traumatic identification of words
deeds) : but it does not do more than inhibit the aim. So we
talk strictly of aimdeviation in the case of destructive
Speech may sublimate certain erotic components but it does
alter the aim of destructive components. These can only be
or held in check or anticipated by the opposite. It is therefore an
question whether the importance of sublinration is primarily
prevents the damming up of libido by displacing quantities of
enerty, or whether its function is to control our surplus of f
aggressive impulses by anticipatory expiation which establishes a
on friendly and helpful relations to objects. Psycho-analytical
pologists will doubtless have a good deal to say on this point, but in
meantime the question is mainly of clinical interest, viz. does
tion prevent illness by reducing anxiety, or does it prevent
liquidating guilt ?

Corclusiur.-In the present uncertain state of our
concerning sublimation, we are not in a position to attempt any
formulations. A few tentative opinions may perhaps be
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appear that from the point of view of metapsychology any
conception of sublimation must be expressed in terrns of

(its source and the nature of its modi6cation). The earlier and
descriptive standpoint does not lend itseff to the purposes of

. Nevertheless tbe term has considerable descriptive
practical) vdue. It would be much more useful if we could

a more precise relation between sublimation and symbolism.
further research, we are justified in using the term (a) forloose

purpos€s, and (D) as a basis of metapsychologicd investiga-
of instinct. But we must realize that this double application of

tcrm is liable on occasion to give rise to considerable confusion.
Aod here I think we can effect a compromise on the vexed question

$ltural valuation. From the very outset Freud has emphasized
importance of sublimations in preventing neurotic regression, also
ctiological significance ol any breakdown of sublimation On the

hand, introduction of ethicd or cultural vduations has so far
more trouble and confusion than it has been worth. So long

rtpression exists, the individual valuation of cultural and social
tions remains an unknown quantity. Admittedly we are en-

to estimate the social value of other people's sublimations, but
is not the immediate concern of individual psychology, still less

concern of metapsycholOgy. On the other hand, we are on perfectly
ground if we maintain that sublimation performs a protective (or

ive) function<perates like a compensating balance. According
the taste of the investigator, this function can bc expressed in terms
the pleasure-realifl principle, or in terms of illness (which indudes

maladaptation to existirtg social regulations). If we attach
toltunl (or any other) fixed form of valuation, we are attributing to

pteasure and reality principles a rigidity of fuuction which would
impair their psychologrcal utility, and incidentally we saddle
with the incubus of 'absolute values' without any prospect

rdeguate remuneration. In other words, a sublimation can be
socially as pursuing cultural aims, if and wben individud
from illness takes the form of cultural pursuits. In any casre,

must keep a sharp look-out to make sure that the subli'nations in
ion do not nur in dose association with open anxiety formations

concealed obsessiond formations. If such should prove to be the
we can no longer regard the formation as a true sublimation but

a conductor (substitute) formation, accompanied by or herdding
return of the And here the factor of symbolism is
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probably decisive. Should we have any difficulty in *iring
conclusion as to the significance of any one sublimation, the
apped must be to analysis. Because, unless the sublimation
patent signs of having deteriorated into a complex of slmr
may not be able to verify any suspicions until we have examined
effect of releasing repression in analysis. The long-sanctioned
of advising patients not to make binding decisions regardint
career until their analysis is finished is in itself a tacit
this possibility. In any case, it is good practice to guery the
of a sublimation, so long as the individual concerned is in any
incapacitated, unhappy or ill.
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